
Note:
Rotate the stem,adjust the temperature 

Installation Notice:

Please follow below steps for adjust the water temperature.

Rotate handle to left and press cover 

Handle1.The product is used between water pressure 0.5 to 4bar,water temperature 0-90℃.

2.Flush pipes to get rid of any debris blocked in pipes before installation. 
3. After installation, turn all the joints to make sure they are firmly connected. Then turn
     water on and off repeatedly to ensure there are no leaks around the joints then the
    product can be used normally at this stage.

Installation and operation instruction
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Note:

Rotate the stem,adjust the temperature 

Installation Notice:

Please follow below steps for adjust the water temperature.

Rotate handle to left and press cover 

Open the tap, test the suitable 
temperature 

Take out the cover 

Handle

1.The product is used between water pressure 0.5 to 4bar,water temperature 0-75℃.
2.Flush pipes to get rid of any debris blocked in pipes before installation. 
3. After installation, turn all the joints to make sure they are firmly connected. Then turn
     water on and off repeatedly to ensure there are no leaks around the joints then the
    product can be used normally at this stage.

2.Flush pipes to get rid of any debris blocked in pipes before installation. 
3. After installation, turn all the joints to make sure they are firmly connected. Then turn
     water on and off repeatedly to ensure there are no leaks around the joints then the
    product can be used normally at this stage.

1.This product is thermostatic tap, only one temperature water out. It's setted 38℃
    in factory, any other temperature required, check below diagram to adjust. The 
    tap is worked between water pressure 0.5 to 5 bar, water temperature 0-65℃ .

Turn the switch counterclockwise

逆时针转动手轮，开水

恒温面盆龙头使用安装说明书

手柄转动最大角
度为90度.

Note:
Turn on anti-clockwise get hot water, 
turn on clockwise get cold water 

Max angle to turn is 90 degree

Turn on the handle, test 
temperature if suitale.

Thermostatic Basin Tap Instruction

Turn on anti-clockwise to get water

冷、热进水管
与供水阀的连接方向。
接反了，无法调温！

注意：

Hot inlet pipe must connect 
to hot water supply, and Cold 
inlet pipe must connect to 
cold water supply. Otherwise, 
unable to adjust temperature.

Noted: 
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